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153. On Mixed Problems for First Order Hyperbolic
Systems with Constant Coefficients

By Takashi SADAMATSU

(Comm. by Kinjir5 KUNU(I, M. . A., Oct. 13, 1969)

1. Introduction. Mixed problems for linear hyperbolic equa-
tions with constant coefficients in a quarter space has been treated by
S. Agmon [1], R. Hersh [2] and L. Sarason [6].

In this note, we consider the mixed problem for first order hyper-
bolic systems with the principal part

L[u] u +A u+ B
(1.1)

u(0; x, y)=O
Pu(t O, y)-O

in the quarter space ((t; x, y); t0, x0, y e R), where u is a N-
vector, A, B(]--I, 2,..., n) NN-constant matrices and P reN-
constant matrix o rank m. A is supposed to be non-singular.

Our argument is based on Wiener-Hope’s method. After Laplace
transformation in t and Fourier transformation in y, the problem (1.1)
is translated into the following equation

A +rI+i B (r;x, )=/(r; x, )
(1.2)

[Pfi(v 0, V)--0,
where (v;x, ) denotes the Fourier-Laplace image of u(t; x, y).
Using a compensating function (v; x, ) which shall be constructed
later and setting u=v+w, we decompose the problem (1.2) to two
problems

(1.8) +rI+iB (; z, )=f(r z, )+(r z, )

in e R and

kP(r 0, )---P(r 0, )
where M(r, )-A- rI+i B huswearetotreattheproblems

(1.8) and (1.4).
Z. Assumptions and result. Coditio I. he operator L is

in the following sense" 1) the matrix A+B (B standshyperbolie

for B has only real eigenvalues for any real (, ), 2) the matrix
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A / ]B is diagonalizable and the multiplicities o] eigenvalues are con-
stant for any real ($, ]):/=(0, 0), i.e. we have

(2.1) det (rI + i$A + iTB)- (r--i2($, ]))J
j=l

with 2($, ]) (i-1, 2, ..., s) real and distinct for any real (, ]):/: (0, 0)
and p(]- 1, 2, ., s) constants (p +p+ +p-N).

Condition II. For any real and or any pure imaginary v(--iy;
7" real), the real roots in $ of det (vI+i$A+iB)-O are at most
double in the sense of the remark below for any real (, )(0, 0).

Remark. Let v=v-iy (0. real), _0 and 0 be a real double
root o det (vI+iA +iB)--O. Then a real double root means that
3 2(0, 0)_ 0 and 2($0, 0)0. A real simple root means

0 L($0, v0) 0.

Let E+(v, ) (resp. E-(v, )) be the subspace of C generated by
the ordinary and the generalized eigenvectors corresponding to the
roots in of det(iI+M(v, ))-0 with positive (resp. negative)
imaginary parts when Re v>0. From Conditions I and II, we
can construct at least locally a system of vectors {hi(v, )}=,2,...,
continuous and homogeneous of degree zero in v and which is a base
of E+(v, ) when Re v>0 and remains linearly independent still when
Re v 0 (see, M. Mizohata [4], M. Matsumura [3]).

Condition III. The absolute value of Lopatinski determinant is
uniformly bounded away from 0 in iv {2+ I {2-1 (Re v0), that is,
there exists a positive constant such that

detP(v,)l for {vJ2+{Vl2-1 Rev0.
holds, where (v, V) is aN m-matrix (h:(v, ), ..., h(v, )). Then

we have

Theorem. Under Conditions I, II and III, we have the inequality

Re
for any solution (v; x, ) of the problem (1.2) where the constant
does not depend on v and .

3. Sketch of the proof. In this section we treat the problems

(1.3) and (1.4) and give a sketchy proof of the theorem assuming some

lemmas. The solution (v; x, ) in L2(R) of the problem (1.3) can be

represented by

(3.1)
1 _e,.,(vi+ i$A + ivB)-{](v $ V) + (v $(r x, v)-
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where f(r; $, r]) (briefly ]($)) denotes Fourier image of f(r;x, y) in
x and

(3.2) P;(v O, y) =-- _oP(vI+iA+i]B)-{)() +()}d

Lemma 1 Under Condition I, the inequality

(3.3) (vI+iA +iB)- <_ const__.
Re v

holds for Re v>O, where the constant does not depend on v,
From (3.1) and Lemma 1, we have the following"
PropositiOn 1. Under Condition I, the inequality

(3.4) I](r x, r])I1,, <- const. II](r x,
Re v

holds for the solution (v x, y) of the problem (1.3).
Lemma 2. From Condition I, the roots in of det (vI+ iSA + i7B)

are never real for any v (Re v >0) and real
This lemma shows that the numbers o the roots in $ of det (vI

+iA+iyB)=O with positive and negative imaginary parts do not
change for any v (Re v 0) and real

(3.2)’ P$;(v O, y) 1 oo P(v’I+ i’A + iy’B)-{f(c’) + (c’)}d’27c

where (r’, $’, 7’) _1 (r, $, ]) and c- (I v ] +[] I)t.
c

Here we decompose

det (v’I + i’A + i]’B) into actors
(3.5) det (r’I + i’A + i’B)--i det A. A/($’ r’, ri’)A-($’ r’, ’)
(3.6) A+(’; r’, r]’)- [I (’-(r’, r’))

j=l

(3.7) A-(’;r’, r]’)-- I-[ (’--(r’,
+where (v, ]’) and Sy(r’, r]’) are the roots in $ of det (r’I + i’A + i7’B)

=0 with positive and negative imaginary parts respectively. Let us
v__" 0, r]’ r]’" and suppose that M(i,’, 0,) admits a pure imaginary
root i’ and that 0,_(0,, rio.,), then we have the following"

Lemma 3. If we suppose Conditions I and II, then the rank
of v’I+i$’A+i7’B is N--p1 in a small neighbourhood of (v’, $0,, 70,)
=(i(0,, 70,), 0,, ]0,) (iv, l+l],l_l) when (v’, ’, ’) satisfies det (v’I
+ i$’A + i]’B) O.

With the help of this lemma, we can define the matrix (’;
by

(3.8) P(v’I+i’A +i’B)-= (’ z", ’)
A;($’ v’, 7’)A($’ v’,

where

A(’; r’, 7’) [[ ($- $+(r’, 2’)), A($’ r’, r]’) l-[ (’- 7(r’,]’))
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here we changed the notation in the following way" we denotes
$ , simply by $;’, p1/1--" by " and so on and , ...,
are all distinct roots of det (v’I / i’A /i’B)-O which approach real
roots when (v’, ]’) tends to (v’=il,’, ,0,). Further we can decompose

(3.9) (’; r’, ’) P/(’; r’, ]’) + -(’; r’, ]’)
A(’; r’, ]’)A(’ v’, ]’) A($’; r’, V’) A;(’; v’,

(3.0) P/(’; r’, V’) = v;($’, V’)P(; r’, V’)+R+(,; r’, V’)
A(’ v’, 7’) j=l

(3.) P-(’; r’, V’) =,’ c(r’, ]’)($ r’, V’)+R-(’; r’,
A;(’; r’, V’) =’

where (v, ]’) (] 1, 2, q) denote the roots which approach the
real double roots .(i/,’, 0,) and ;(v’, ]’)(i--q+1, ...,q+s-p),
$](v’, ]’) (]- q + 1, ., q / s’) denote the roots which approach the real
simple roots when (v’, ]’) tends to (i/’’, ]0,).

Lemma 4. Under Condition II, we have

1) [c(v’,]’)I-0( 1 ) for ]-1,2,...,q

2) c(r’, ]’) <const. for ]-1, 2, ..., q
c ]’)

3) c;(v’, ]’) <- const, for y- q + 1, ..., q + s

cy(v’, ]’)1 -< const, for ]- q + 1, ., q+ s’

4) R(’; v’, ]’)1 <_ const, for real
1/11

for any (v, ]) in Vtf3{Rev>O} where V-Iv and V is a small
C

neighbourhood of (iy0, ]0)
Lemma 5. Let r and fl be not real, then the equality

2vi1_ for Im[r] > 0, Im[] > 0

(3.12) ft1 1 d’-- 1_ , --2i for Im[]<O, Im[]<O

0 for Im[a]. Im[fl] < 0
holds.

Lemma 6.
(3.13)

Under Condition I, we have
Im ’(v’,

where ’(v’, ]’) is a root of det (v’I + i$’A + i]’B)=0 in ’.
Lemma 7. Under Conditions I and II, we have

+
(3.14) Im[ (v, ]’)] < const. (]- 1, 2, ., q)

Im[7(v’, ]’)]
for (v’, ’) in V’ {Re

Using above decompositions
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P(v;0, ]) -- -= _]

+ c](v’, zi’)P($])f-(c,)} d’
c(v’, V’){(7)-($/)

With the help of above lemmas we can construct a compensating unc-
tion (c’) rom the condition

and further (c$’) satisfies the following properties:

2) the support of (v;x, ) is contained in R[.

Proposition 2. Under Conditions I and II, the inequality

P( 0, )1 . f()

hold o (r, ) V {Ne >0}. Where the
o d .

Next we treat the solution (r z, ) in L(R) of the problem
(1.4). As (r; 0, ) should be in N*(r, ), (; 0, ) can be written

in the form
(8.1g) (; 0, )=eh(, )+... +eh(r,
(g.16) P(r; O, )-ePh(, )+. +ePh;(r, )--P(r 0.
rom Condition III and the Cramer formula
(8.17) e(r, )1Neonst. e( 0, )1.
he solution (r;z, ) in L(R) of the roblem (1.4) is

1 e(ii+M(r ))-(r 0,

where e is a simle closed curve containing the roots with positive
imaginary part of det (rI+iA+iB)=O in (see . iohata [4]).
By Proposition 2, we have

(4 19) I[ [(v x, )[2 dx const. I(Re r [f() [2d$"

This inequality and Proposition 1 follow the theorem.

The detailed proof of the theorem will appear in Journal of

Mathematics of Kyoto University.
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